15th December 2015
SKAA
President: Mr Luke Haddow
Dear Sir
The Sunraysia Dirt Karters request the approval of the SKAA to include a minimum
weight limit in the Supplementary Regulations for the All Power Nationals, All Power
Class only. This will not affect any supporting classes.
We believe this will provide a more even racing platform, and encourage more
nominations. We believe that this is something that the drivers have been
requesting, with many drivers relaying to us that they would not return without
minimum weights.
The minimum driver / kart weight will be:
Modified Speedway Kart = 140kg
Outlaw and 125ccPRO = 150kg
Karts, with their drivers, will be weighed immediately after crossing the finish line,
and any not reaching this minimum will be disqualified.
The scales used will be purchased by our club, as per the following photo:

ATTACHING WEIGHTS
Weights must be attached to the frame or seat only. Weights less than 3kg must be
fastened with a minimum 8mm high tensile bolt and locknut. Weights above 3kg
must be fastened with 2 x 8mm high tensile bolt and locknuts with threads
protruding. Maximum individual weight is 5kg. All weights must have 30mm washer
placed against both the bolt head and the securing nut. Attached weights must have
the kart number clearly printed on them.

Additional Supplementary Regulations:
No additional weight is to be carried on person. No lead shot in chassis. Penalty to be
imposed – disqualification.
It is the drivers responsibility to ensure the combined kart and driver weight is above
minimum weight specified. Scales shall be available for drivers to use at all times.
Officials may check kart weights or kart and driver combined weight at any time
during the race meeting.
The scales are to be set out on a level base. Karts are to be weighed in one direction,
which is to be clearly indicated on the scales
Driver must stand as close as practical to the centre of the kart to weight total
combined weight.
No minimum driver weight. No maximum driver / kart combined weight.
Please reply at your earliest convenience to allow us to continue our planning for this
event.
Yours in Speedway Karting:
David Collins, President
Darren Allen, Chief Scrutineer
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